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Rozsiahly terminál pre cestujúcich, spájajúci tieto dve oblasti klenutou strechou, postavený symetricky okolo osi severozápad-juhovýchod, 

spojenia medzi mestom a stanicou. Majestátna strecha je v tomto prípade fasádou objektu a štruktúra, ktorú architekt navrhol, je socha, 
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Santiago Calatrava_2009

01_GUILLEMINS RAILWAY STATION
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Interconnection is one of the defining aspects of a tender proposal by Santiago Calatrava, a Spanish world-renowned architect, sculptor 

and civil engineer, for a high-speed railway station Liége-Guillemins. On account of increasing requirements for express transport, it was 

necessary to change the existing station in a city Liége which is now the host node in the European rail network. Along with fulfilling 

the key railway requirements, the tender administrator another requirement to make the aesthetics of the station a central priority. In 

his design, Calatrava connected two truly different areas of Liége – northern one towards the city, typical running urban area and the 

hill Cointe on the south with adjusted residential zone, which used to be separated by railways. Large terminal for travellers, connecting 

those two parts with vaulted roof, built symmetrically around the axis northwest-southeast, will immediately gain attention and interest 

everyone to enter. Movement is the heart of Calatrava´s buildings, poeticizing and breathing life into them. The level of large entering hall 

is placed underneath the platforms where are shops, ticket stores, bars, kiosks and restaurants situated. The choice of materials – steel 

and glass – ensured the transparency through monumental vault creating the feeling of connection between the city and the station. The 

majestic roof is in this case the facade of the object and structure, which was designed by the architect himself, is a sculpture through 

which you can enter.  Calatrava did not owe anything to his reputation even with this design, using the white arched rib beams and pillars 

makes it immediately clear that this is his work. The structure designed by the architect is a celebration of art and aesthetics, which he 

combines with his engineering knowledge, creating striking, distinctive architectural sculptures.
11
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Japanese architects and Pritzker´s price laureates had won the international competition in 2006 facing an enormous revitalisation of a 

post-industrial city which they dealt with so typically elegantly. They were able to create a work of difficult functional scheme with a 

lot of spaces without too monumental gesture, which is sensitively placed on a large area,  where used to stand an important coal mine. 

The whole area has a wavy terrain character resulting from its previous mining function and being surrounded mostly by a low residential 

development. Following their principles, instead of one building, architects designed a set of several smaller objects to lower the visual im-

pact when looking at the country and to ensure airiness and openness of their concept. The envelope of the building is created by masses 

of simple blocks of various sizes and contents following morphological changes of the terrain with slight turns. Perhaps for the inner 

function and the full technical background of the building could simply and naturally bring in to these fundamental forms. The main object 

with its floor plant similar to square serves as an entrance area. It is transparent, available for public and with its location, orientation 

and openness it basically interconnects some parts of the city Lens. It is like an emptiness visible from every side and attractive with its 

spatial experience. There are several cylindrical spaces with more intimate character and in its middle part, there is a distinctive circular 

hole in the floor lurking us to the basement where are the main exhibition areas. The simplicity of design can be seen in the symbiosis 

of exposed concrete, large format glass and slim load-bearing steel columns painted white. Everything is in minimalist detail. The object 

tries to reflect the surrounding environment and its changes by its facade. Mirroring, almost uninterrupted strip of sunlight completes the 

extraordinary atmospheric experience when the mass of the object disappears in front of our eyes. When walking along the gallery, we may 

experience changing spectrum of reflected contexts, each one of them is different – unique, framed by an elegant and slim steel border. 
15
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Fives Cail, the former historically important industrial complex in one of the districts of Lille, is currently surrounded by a building sub-

stance of a residential character. It consists of a collection of large-span steel halls and smaller or larger shelters with brick vertical 

constructions. Its transformation resulting from a change in function is an essential part of the transformation of the developing neigh-

bourhood in which it will provide the city´s infrastructure. The first significant step of this metamorphosis is a realisation of a hotel 

school area with new rows of buildings providing accommodation for employers, gym or student´s residency. The rich programme of school´s 

function cooperates well with the existing generous spacial scheme, using an open set of courtyards, corridors and rooms of the same 

height on floor level. That is why rooms such as canteen or hall naturally flow into the exterior gardens. Architects tried to preserve the 

industrial character and increase its artistic qualities. Despite the change of the functional use to the study and rest area, they managed 

to preserve the industrial atmosphere by keeping the steel structures in units, changing mostly the protective structures and packaging 

compositions. All is done with tact and visually appealing look of the shown features. The new objects are pragmatic, its constructions 

are equal partner, taking over the existing tectonic principles. They are poured from monolithic concrete pigmented so that fits into the 

existing spectre of red-brown tones. Those neoplasms are created mostly in the peripheral parts of the complex with a direct connection 

to the surrounding world. Altogether with the existing halls, they create the new strong complex in the middle of the industrial area. In 

its texture, the roof landscape of objects is a geometrical work of art full of decor based on historical contexts.
19



Náhradou rannej šálky kávy nám v piatok bola rýchla návšteva hudobného centra v Mons-en-Baroeul. Krátky prieskum webu pred prícho-

04_ALLENDE PERFORMANCE HALL AND REHEARSAL STUDIOS
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It was Friday morning, instead of our usual cup of coffee we decided to visit a music centre in Mons-en-Baroeul. A short web research 

right before our visit had promised a tense dialogue between a rectangular and oblique geometry and surprising dynamics of a space 

among individual halls. Effective interior shots full of fine shine of metallic surfaces in the contrast of matt gloss of exposed concrete 

just increased our expectations. Too bad we couldn´t get in. Our very first impression was embarrassed, our bus parking from the back 

entrance didn´t really help. As I was walking towards the main entrance, very close to the facade of the parter, I noticed untraditional 

finish of its surface. It was like polished concrete, cold to look at but soft to touch with an admixture of a crushed mirror in the shade 

of a gloomy sky of that cold morning. Supported by this discovery, I started to walk faster so I could experience the object from the 

point of view of the visitor coming to it face to face. In front of its main entrance, there is a square and other interesting buildings 

such as ten-storey residential tower with an overhanging facade and older eight-storey (probably) office building on the side. Our object 

is comparing to others very small with short parterre confirmed with an intel line from the ground to the ceiling. The ways of its walls 

respect the street and orientation of neighbours. However, there is a different story of a volume place on the intel line – story of a 

tall, almost heavy figure with many cuts, offset directions and bulk mass cantilevered above the main entrance. I stand right across the 
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Zaha Hadid Architects_2016
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In 2009, Zaha Hadid won an architectural competition for a design of a port building having just one condition – to preserve the original 

historic fire station. That is why this British-Iraque architect designed a vertical extension, setting the radical current structure over the 

all presents a symbol of a future of a marine shop in Antwerp. The new volume is supported by three concrete columns, two of which 

are situated in the courtyard of the original fire station with vertical communications and the third one is situated out of the building 

and includes the elevator shaft with panoramic view. Crystal structure of a new building was designed with the glass facade, mirroring 

the shifting tones and colours of the sky after the sunset, changing the building to a shining gem referring to an Antwerp shop with 

diamonds. A tangle of transparent and opaque triangle fragments creates a gradual transition from the flat facade on the south to a 

wavy three-dimensional one on the north. This perfectly designed mix of reflexive and transparent glasses ensures the view, plenty of 

life, it degrades the volume and regulates the amount of sunlight. Thanks to this design, it was possible to fully integrate the historical 

building. The middle courtyard of the historical fire station is now covered by a glass roof with the main reception of the Port House. 

From this atrium, visitors can walk to the public library which is located on the place of the former hall for fire cars which was restored 

and preserved. The new five-storey outbuilding includes an auditorium, restaurant and meeting room. Zaha Hadid´s architects were able to 

create not only a successful reconstruction but also a new structure which is jewellery over the unused fire station.
31
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Obe budovy patria medzi najnovšie prírastky kvalitnej svetovej architektúry belgického mesta Antverpy.

Tony Fretton Architects_2016
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A pair of residential towers is a part of a massive redevelopment of the original historical docks and development of the port in Antverps. 

It also carries a link to the original architecture, so typical for these surroundings. Both buildings dramatically enter the territory in the 

form of lapidary prisms of a new scale underlining thus the verticality of the new development of six equally tall residential buildings. 

They close the location from the north side and, at the same time, they symbolise the fast-changing image of the city by their dynamic 

layout. Along with the four neighbouring remarkably similar towers, they create a new city part which got the previous deserted and 

inhospitable zone of warehouses the second breath. The reminiscences of the original building craft of Belgian architecture in the form 

of a brick cladding of both towers kind of calm down the radical urban transformation. The monumental expression formed by the regular 

solution is one of the two different factors of this pair, as the north tower is highlighted by vertical window strips while the south tower 

by the horizontal strips of the façade. This decoration of the otherwise monotonous mantle of the buildings abstracts the ornament of 

historical architecture in the contemporary language and at the same time significantly differs from southern objects. Both buildings belong 

among the latest additions of the quality world architecture of the Belgian city of Antwerp.
37
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mesta Antverpy.

Diener & Diener Architekten_2009

07_APARTMENT TOWERS WESTKAAI 1,2
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The first of the high-rise residential towers of the gradually transforming port site is situated high above the roof landscape of the 

historic centre of Antwerp. An important Swiss office designed a couple of identical objects of simple features in a way typical for most of 

their minimalistic works. Like the other northern towers, those two are also situated in the mutual asymmetry contributing to the overall 

dynamic urbanism of a new settlement. Architects emphasize the material-design solution of facades similarly as with the other two pairs 

of buildings. However, this has something to do with the local program and layout, based on which arises a spatial play of transparent and 

opaque parts of the envelope on the facade. The seemingly random appearance of the façade is the result of a systematic combination 

of different layout variants of the apartments. The randomness of the façade perforation is complemented by a very variable elegant 

cladding, consisting of aluminium panels and corrugated glass naturally responding to different weather changes. The use of the subtle 

colour variation of the panels ensures the mutual differentiation of individual buildings which, in a very decent way, fit into the environ-

ment of the heterogeneous development of the extension and contribute to the new image of the changing face of the city of Antwerp.
41



Prvý certifikovaný obytný mestský blok v pasívnom štandarde, vytvorený v kolaborácii viacerých miestnych kancelárii, pozostáva zo 

štvorice samostatných budov v radovej hromadnej zástavbe. Projekt vznikol za intenzívneho spolupracovania štyroch ateliérov, výsledkom 

08_KAAI37 
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The first certified residential city block in a passive standard, created in a collaboration of various city offices, consists of four indi-

vidual buildings in a terraced buildings area. This project was created by intensive cooperation of four ateliers resulting in a unification 

of certain principles applied on each of those four projects. Despite the variety of architectural proposals, it is obvious that principle 

of application of reflective materials was used, creating thus a morphology communicating to a large extent by suitable tectonization of 

the opening structures grid as well as the alternation of the balcony structures. The variety of surface corrections harmonically merges 

the whole block structure despite different scales of individual materials. The randomness sensitively changes into regularity resulting 

in compactness of the whole complex.
45
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Neutelings Riedijk Architects_2010
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The building of Ann de stroom museum was built in 2010 in Antwerp, in the place of the old port part among docks in the Eilandje area. 

This area has again become well-established radiant city area in the full development, thanks to the project of the museum. Objects pre-

sented here tell the story about art, culture and history of the museum and city. It is dedicated to the city, however, it dedicates itself 

to the city and people. This building is 60 m high tower with stacked exhibition places. There is an entrance hall with an information desk, 

warehouses, buffet and department of logistic on the ground floor. Each level is rotated ninety degrees from the previous one, creating 

a spiral path between galleries from the square to the roof. This spiral area, defined by the corrugated glass facade, uncovers a piece 

of everyday life by each storey. Facades, floors, walls and ceilings are all covered in large brushed red sandstone panels. On the façade, 

they are complemented by a large curtain made of corrugated glass, with the play of light and shadows, translucency and transparency 

making it a suitable counterweight to the heavy stone. Metal hand castings as a symbol of the city were attached on individual facade 

panels to refine the robustness of the tower volume. The museum square is an integral part of the design. It is made of the same red 

sandstone and surrounded by terraces and pavilions for events and exhibiting the outdoor exhibits. Ann de stroom museum is a subjugating 

place where locals meet the tourists, where a connection between the past and present is created. While the museums’ halls are closer 

to the old times of this city, the top of the tower offers views on the city – live and present.
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Jan van Asperen, Émile Van Averbeke_1901

10_MAISON DU PEUPLE
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The former Liberal People´s House was built in 1901 according to the projects of Belgian architects Jan Van Asperen and Emiel Van Aver-

beke. Since there is just one name of the architect – Asperen – on the building permission, it is hard to tell who is responsible for what 

in this design. Van Averbeke reportedly cooperated on the facade design and created the mosaic on the facade. In those times, there was 

a cafe with a meeting room, common room, theatre and bakery warehouse in the folk house. This impressive building on Volkstraat street 

is situated south from the historic centre of Antwerp and approximately 700m from the right coast of river Scheldt. Monumental colourful 

facade in Art Nouveau style is rightfully considered to be one of the most beautiful facades in the Flemish region. It is not just because 

of the polychrome materials and mosaics but also rich fittings that decorate windows and balconies is what catch the eye of passers-

by. Centrally situated entrance door on the ground floor was used for cafe purposes and big window on the first ground in the shape 

of horseshoe used to dazzle the banquet hall. Ont he second floor, there are five windows with regular spacing with different central 

window. The central theme of mosaic decoration is work, with more detailed specifications we could talk about mining and joint transfer of 

materials. There are four smaller mosaic tables, on the individual floors of the right-located tower, which depict from down to up sowing 

peasant, carpenter, stonemason and blacksmith. As time went by, the purpose of this building has changed, too. After the renovation in 

of the building, fortunately the main facade lines were preserved.
55



jednej zo súdnych siení umiestnených práve pod najvyššími z výrastkov. Jeho dynamický tvar sa odrazil aj v interiéri a priestor hyperbolicky 

Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners_2005

11_ANTWARP LAW COURTS
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The main entrance to the massive 1st-degree courthouse in Antwerp is located right on the axis adjacent to the city boulevard. Its loca-

tion is highlighted by thorns which asymmetrically grow from the metallic roof along its full length reaching the greatest high over the 

entrance. As we are walking on the long and wide stairs towards the building, it seems like the axis doesn´t end by the main door but 

continues through the building in the form of glass facade and roof. A sympathetic guide welcomes us under the lace of steel beams 

covering the leeward. There is steel ubiquitous in the lobby, the impression is, however, warm thanks to the quantum of natural light 

and surprisingly wooden floor which typical smell we can feel. In front of my nose, there is a view on the greenery behind the building. 

Later on, when we walk through the courthouse corridors, the guide tells us that the greenery was also a part of an urban concept and 

the axis of the city boulevard was supposed to end with the park behind the building. It is demonstrated also by the exhibited model of 

the building of which the roof is slightly different than the reality. The direction of numerous roof growths are on the individual parts 

opposite and smoothly grows higher the closer they get to the axis of the building. There is a perfectly symmetric figure with the but-

terfly outline in front of me. This concept of the author was prevented by the aerodynamic simulations of the plane roof.  The excursion 

continues with the visit of one of the courtrooms situated right under the highest growths. Its dynamic shape is reflected on the interior 

and the area hyperbolically arises from the judge´s chair towards the audience. Approximately in the middle of the depth of the room, 

the wooden ceiling breaks, jumps and grows a little bit more. There is glass in the jump and the roof ridge strip, letting a considerable 

amount of natural light in making this experience more pleasant and it also helps the energetic concept as we will read later on. I am 

leaving with unfulfilled expectations of the cold premises of this important institution that probably every outside visitor have. It is hard 

to imagine what impressions from this building can prisoners have with the cells situated in its basement.
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XDGA_2019
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In 2011, Xaveer de Geyter (XDGA) won the architectural competition which was announced on the site of the former provincial house. The 

new building fully replaces the complex of buildings which occupied the given area and didn´t meet today´s sustainability standards. One of 

the conditions of the announcer of the competition was a transformation of purely private space to public greenery since there are not 

enough green public spaces in the city centre of Antwerp. Paradoxically, the area is surrounded by fragments of public greenery such as 

smaller Koning Albertpark which was the key to create a larger green area. The object design itself consists of two volumes perpendicular 

to each other. In the lower part of the smaller block, there are two floors with the hall, exhibition area, meeting and conference room. 

It is a glass block with an optimal view on greenery around and the roof of this part works as an accessible public terrace. The higher 

57m tall block moves by rotating around one of its corners as it goes higher, creating thus the form of a statue. On the lower floors, 

there is an entrance hall with a restaurant and dining area. From the fourth floor, there are open-space offices with the possibility for 

different types of workplaces. There is an impressive two-floor library with study and archive behind the secret door turned around a 

fixed pin on the eleventh floor. The top floors are for the leaders and VIP areas. The construction consists of two vertical cores which 

are applied on the whole facade because they turned up to be very effective when speaking about the ideal balance between the access 

of light and overheating.
65



Škola pre budúcich top atlétov Belgicka si našla svoje miesto v jednej z moderných pevností obranného prstenca Antverp. Netušiac o 
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The school for future top Belgian athletes has found its place in one of the modern fortresses of the Antwerp defence ring. Not know-

ing about the actual size of this object I was not very excited when I walked towards it from behind. The terrain in this place covers 

half of the fortress’s hight with just barely visible wall slopes pointing out of it covered in moss. So the only thing I can see is the low 

cap with a light facade with openings of different shade ground-ceiling and single-arm staircase crawling on a slope. I walk next to the 

building to the slightly gnawed corner. There is an entrance to the luxurious-looking gym a little bit deeper recessed behind the concrete 

envelope. Cloudy sky throws light in an ideal angle and facade starts to play some tricks: its apparent colours from distance is caused 

by the alternating mounting of facade modules with matt, reflexive and almost transparent glass. The terrain here starts to decline and 

the building is reaching a surprising height. Suddenly I am standing on the long square in front of this building and my jaw is dropping. 

Massive concrete bent base, mysterious and impregnable with a light transparent crown on its top. Weight contrast and the opposite of 

the philosophy of its origin is evident. However, both phases of development are camouflaged differently. Covered in a moss carpet which 

caused me a disappointment at first, merges with the numerous surrounding greenery. There are classrooms on the top floor, confirmed 

by the rows of tables I can see through the windows. The situation behind the concrete shell remains unknown for now, but later on, on 

the bus, I was able to learn more. There is a giant sports hall with three playgrounds taking more than half of the floor area, and long 

martial art hall with a background. This building surprised me one more time.
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Architecten De Vylder Vinck Taillieu_2016
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This object is not an architecture because architecture has its limits. It seems like this object has none – only a skeleton remained from 

most of the roof area, the window openings usually lacks fillings. The existence of the original entrances is proven only by the accent in 

the lateral projections axes, now almost every window on the first floor is the entrance. There are missing the whole sections of ceilings 

and tree planted in the middle of disposition overgrows two floors and daylight shines on it through the roof. This is not a remnant of 

architecture, a ruin, because that doesn´t have any living function and its aesthetic is a product of natural inhuman factors. In fact, this 

object does have a function, it still serves the patient of psychiatric hospital Caritas in Melle. Its raw cham of naked constructions is a 

result of the art of the authors´ latest alternation. It is not even a public space, because that is strictly defined by the face of building 

envelopes which is exactly the opposite side of the building we are at now. It is an experiment, frame for alternative care and the most 

discussing visit of this year´s Archtrip. The surface of added pergolas in front of and behind the object is bright white. The first floor´s 

window sills are firstly repaired with concrete and then cut. Shortcomings of the original masonry – the missing column between holes, a 

mark of a transverse wall, crease and hole after installation – are replaced by concrete fittings. New renderings in the interior (although 

the interior is a strong word), the beams sometimes intersecting the entire width of the building are steel with green paint. Architects 

stand behind every interaction with the original structure. White greenhouses of various sizes and heights are scattered over three 

floors. There are tables with chairs and in flower pots, forming a protection for the visitors of the institution during their conversations 

with therapists. However, sitting around the building is also scattered outside these islands, for two or three people. Uncertainties about 

therapy in such a distribution are rising from our group. However, space is a silent indication that despite the holes, despite the mistakes 
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In 2010, the city Ghent organised an architectural competition for a new city library and creating an extensive list of requirements. Be-

sides the main function of the library, it was needed to fill the building with the multi-purpose halls, meeting rooms, cafeteria, operating 

premises, multimedia rooms or local university laboratories. It was necessary to design an attractive representative object as a dignified 

partner in the environment of quality surrounding architectures. Building located near the city river dominates with its visible steel con-

struction whose matter breaks in the intensions of the changing river stream, creating thus a lot of interesting public spaces segregated 

into surroundings was done excellently. Linking the building to surrounding city structure is intensified by the increased boarding plateau 

which continuously flows into the living tangle of inner space evoking a dense city network of corridors and resting places. Visual link of 

interiors with the exterior is achieved by the number of glass parts of facades letting visitors observe the busy life of the city from the 

quiet place in the library. This building is therefore extraordinarily transparent and open letting locals see the organism of revitalised 

individual surfaces, it is always an experience, proving strictness, but also cosiness and intimacy. The library in Ghent is a prime example 

of how to help the environment into which new life enters and at the same time get the most out of it.
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Robbrecht en Daem and Marie-José Van Hee_2012

17_MARKET HALL
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One of the most beautiful experience was waiting for us in a historically important Flemish city Gent. Its forward-sensed atmosphere 

resulting from the original sacral medieval structures was transformed into the 21st century by revitalisation in the hearth of the city. 

The long unresolved public space among the cathedral, church, town hall and 90m tall late medieval bell tower was used mostly for static 

transport needs. However, in 2012, unsentimentally sensitive and confidently contemporary neoplasm came to this place. It is a celebration 

of civil interaction and public space in the heterogeneous historical structure. Neoplasm indirectly separates the whole area into clearly 

defined parts with their corridors. The embedded part of the library in Gent serves as a parking lot for bicycles, café and technological 

facility and it is open to the public area by its south terrace. The most significant part of this spectacular city interference is without 

any doubts the exterior open structure which is directly connected with its sacral monuments. It has a longeron floor-plan which is a 

certain paraphrase to the basilic spaces in contrast with its openness to the surrounding. It serves for multiple public events hardly 

to describe its further functions. Tectonically attractive mass, created by four massive concrete columns forming a base with atypically 

shaped rugged roof, is some sort of an analogy to two connected saddle-type roofs. On its surface, there is a transparent shingle roof 

with numerous smaller light creating a unique experience in every phase of a day. At night, those features are artificially lit and shine 

with many colourful tones. It is a great combination of a strictly arranged repetition and atypical mass structure. The choice of dark 

basalt paving brings the homogeneity into the environment. This new definition of a historical centre is an example of contextual buildings 

that are worth to visit wherever you are.
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vnímaný ako stelesnenie celkového umeleckého diela. Vnútrajšok však ostal neprebádaný, verejnosti je neprístupný, dodnes tam bývajú 

Josef Hoffmann_1911

18_STOCLET PALACE
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v novom urbanizme v dotyku s novou architektúrou ostala nejasná. Finálna podoba urbanistického plánu nového AltStadtu je výsledkom 

-
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The new AltStadt of Frankfurt am Main is a reconstruction of once the most extensive city cores which was destructed during the bom-

barding on March 1943 when more than a thousand citizens and thousand buildings fell. The reconstruction of this core started in 1950´s 

when the cathedral was renovated and some new objects were built according to the modern, more mobility and urban city plan. The most 

prominent one was the building of Technical town hall built in 1974, however, due to its brutal volume, five old city houses had to be 

demolished. In 2004 some doubts over the future of this building arrised, when developers had presented two plans – one was about the 

renovation of the building and the second divided the building into two smaller objects. At the same time, the first voices desiring the 

return of the picturesque scale were heard. The urban competition was supposed to do the shootout between the two concepts in January 

2005, however, it was postponed for unclear reasons which were later explained and given in May the same year. Besides other things, 

the building of town hall was supposed to be sanitized, new buildings should have had small scale and facades harmonize with historical 

cord. 7000 m2 of the area were supposed to be renovated, 20000m2 of new rough floor area created and the original Crown road between 

and Zimmermann atelier did not meet the requirements, they worked with massive buildings and flat roofs. Later on, other requirements 

were given for the exact reconstruction of historically significant buildings, among which belonged House of the Golden Scales or New Red 

House. Their location in new urbanism with the touch of the new architecture remained unclear. The final form of the new AltStadt urban 

plan is a result of the participation of 60 people nominated by the City Council on a workshop held in Fall 2006. They decided the extensive 

restoration of the historical mark of the city before 1904 when there was no tram yet crossing the city. They decided of narrow and tall 

house figures with steep roofs and created thus conditions for organising other architectural competitions. Altogether eight objects were 

reconstructed and 35 buildings were built determined by several competitions having more than 170 participants. The foundation stone of 

this development was laid in January 2012.
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uvedomoval svoju pozíciu v zástavbe, ktorá obsahuje viac ako 1000 pamiatkovo chránených objektov. Aj preto charakter novotvaru nijakým 
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